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Determinants of 
location choice
ex-ante
Fundamental trade-off in 
spatial economics:
- Returns to scale vs. 
transport costs 

a) High Transport costs: 
Locate production where 
demand is / not integrate
b) High Returns to Scale: 
Concentrate production in 
one site

c) Reduction in transport 
and communication costs 
=> “complex” international 
strategies



The “complex” internationalisation strategies: 

The production chain of “Sonicare Elite 7000”



The “complex” internationalisation strategies: 

Some figures
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C (offshoring) + D (outsourcing) = trade in intermediate goods
[21% of OECD countries + main developing countries exports, cfr. Hummels et
al., 2001]

B + C = exports from MNEs’ affiliates
[35% total world exports of goods and services, cfr. UNCTAD, 2002]



Determinants of Location choice
– The narrow picture

“Local incentives for FDI attraction are like the icing of the cake: there is no point
in having the icing if you do not have the cake”

- Páid McMenamin, former President of WAIPA -



Determinants of relocation strategies

1. Offshoring or outsourcing of low-value added production    
=> adjustment on the intensive margin (very common for EU SMEs)

2. Outsourcing of new / higher quality intermediates goods or services        
=> adjustment on the extensive margin (still very limited)

3. Exploit the increase in outside market potential
=> market seeking FDI (mostly limited to large firms)



Policy implications of recent research

• Evidence that international outsourcing is positively correlated with productivity changes

• No clear-cut evidence in the literature whether material outsourcing (Gorg et al., 2005) or 
service outsourcing (Gorg and Hanley, 2003; Amiti and Wei, 2005 on US data) contributes 
more to TFP

• Impact on employment:

it depends on which firms are more likely to engage in outsourcing (highly productive 
/ exporting firms vs. declining firms) => the long-run welfare implications are different

Role of labor market rigidities: in the US, the scale effects on labour demand are 
relevant, even at narrow levels of aggregation (e.g. employment destroyed by 
outsourcing in industry NACE123 is reabsorbed by industry NACE456 thanks to the 
overall gains in productivity). Preliminary evidence on EU countries tells a different 
story 

General welfare considerations depend on the destination of the outsourcing activity, 
i.e. whether or not most of the outsourcing is carried out within the EU-25 => 
analysis of the FDI vs. outsourcing option and effects on local suppliers (Altomonte
and Bonassi, 2005)



The future of outsourcing/offshoring

Material outsourcing is likely to decline…

…in favor of service outsourcing
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